Abstract. We prove the inequality l2lv\l ~ *-\lv\\ -^llYdl ~ ^il*ol f°r tne difference of the first two eigenvalues of one-dimensional Schrödinger operators The gap between consecutive eigenvalues of Schrödinger operators has been the object of considerable attention recently (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and many others).
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In this note we use the same method established in [1] . We consider the two Schrödinger operators H0 = -4-z + V0(x), and Hx = -j-y + Vx(x), both acting on L2(0, n) with Dirichlet boundary conditions and with both V0 and Vx symmetric with respect to x = n/2 and in l'(0, n). Let (kx,ux) and (k2, u2) be the first two eigenvalues together with their associated eigenfunctions of ZZj, and let (px,vx) and (p2, v2) be the corresponding quantities for H0. We will use the following lemma, which is part of Proposition 1 in [1] .
Lemma. Let H0 and Hx be as described above; then
where u = (vx/v2)u2.
Proof. See the proof of inequality (7) in Proposition 1 [1] .
Definition. A potential F is a double-well potential on the closed interval I if there are cx < c2 < c3 € I such that V is nonincreasing for x < cx and c2 < x < c3 and is nondecreasing otherwise. Substituting (4) and (5) into (3), we get
We use the following properties: (c) Using the symmetry of VQ about n/4 and using ux(-n/2) = v'x(0) = 0, we get 0<ux(\-x)<vx(^+x), 0<x<%.
(d) u2(x) and v2(x) are positive symmetric functions on 0 < x < n/2.
Using properties (a), (b), (c), and (d) to evaluate I, we get immediately that I > 0 ; hence-k2-kx > p2-px . Equality occurs only when Vx -VQ -(k2 -p2) = 0, which means Vx -V0 is a constant. Hence Theorem 1 is proven. Theorem 2. Let H = --j-¡ + V(x) be an operator on L2(a, b) with Dirichlet boundary condition, and suppose that V is a symmetric double-well potential and is symmetric also on (a, (a + b)/2). Then the first two eigenvalues satisfy k2 -kx < 371 /(b -a) , with equality if and only if V is a constant.
Proof. In Theorem 1 take V0 = V and V{ = 0, and observe that for Vx = 0, l2 = 4n2/(b -a)2, A, = %2/(b -a)2 .
Remark. By reversing the roles of V0 and V{, we get that if F is a symmetric double-barrier potential which is also symmetric on (a, (a + b)/2) we get k2 -kx >3n2/(b-a)2.
